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Summary of Conclusions

Military Annex to the Framework Agreement

1. Deputies reviewed the Bosnian-proposed changes to the
military annex to the framework agreement and the U.S.
Delegation's recommendations on the proposals and agreed to a
revised text (circulated separately). Deputies agreed that State
should review the Russian-proposed changes and submit through the
ExComm those proposals that required Deputy-level review (Action:
State). -(C)
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Eastern Slavonia

2. Deputies agreed that OSD and JCS should develop options for
military implementation of the Eastern Slavonia settlement
(Action: OSD/JCS). Deputies further agreed that State should
develop options for U.S. participation in a UN transitional
administration in Eastern Slavonia (Action: State). Finally,
Deputies agreed that CIA should develop an analysis of the likely
conditions that would exist during a transitional period to full
reintegration of East Slavonia into Croatia (Action: CIA). +S+

Military Stabilization

3. Deputies agreed to send an equip and train assessment team to
Bosnia to evaluate the Federation's military capabilities.
(Action: OSD/JCS) Deputies further agreed to recommend to
Principals that they address again their decision of early
October for the U.S. to take the lead in coordinating the equip
and train effort. (-)

4. Deputies agreed to recommend for Principals' decision allied
proposals for a phased approach to the lifting of the arms
embargo that would delay the provision of arms to the parties
until IFOR had established control on the ground and the parties
had complied with the initial military requirements of the peace
agreement. -(-84

International Police Task Force

5. Deputies agreed on the importance of monitoring and training
indigenous police forces to help implement the non-military
aspects of the settlement. They agreed that deploying actual
international police officers, in addition to monitors and
trainers, to establish and staff an international police task
force was neither desirable nor feasible in resource terms. -(---
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